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The Pavilion Collection features a scooped 1 7/8" design 

gives the collection its signature transitional appeal. All 

and visual interest. 

New Collections



Table Number FramesTable Number Frames



4 x 6

4 x 4

 5 x 7



The Whole Package

Perfect for:

ARCHITECTURAL STAINLESS STEEL

WEDDINGS
BANQUETS
EVENTS

GRADUATIONS
CONFERENCES
PARTIES

TABLE NUMBER SIGNSDIRECTIONAL 
SIGNAGE

SIGN-IN BOARDS

INFORMATION FRAMES



CREAM PAVILION
DIRECTIONAL SIGNAGE

BLACK PAVILION
DIRECTIONAL SIGNAGE

MILANO SILVER
DIRECTIONAL SIGNAGE

KEYSTONE WALNUT
DIRECTIONAL SIGNAGE

Front Loading Signage QUICK & EASY ACCESS

Keep your guests moving, make 
sure they know where to go and 
what events are happening with 

directional signage frames.

GRAND BAY MAHOGANY
DIRECTIONAL SIGNAGE





Wooden

Versailles Beaded Silver  

INFORMATION FRAMES 

also available in cream & gold

also available in red, blue,
green & black

These elegant, classic designed frames are 
hand-crafted from solid wood and feature 
a delicate beaded inner detail.

Grey Driftwood 
Inspired by nature and have 
a 1.25" wide border. The clean 
simple lines and rustic detail 
brings warmth, charm and 
character to any setting.

White Mountain
Saddle Ranch

primary and neutral colors



Bu�et Sign Frames



Stylish. Bold. Classic.

Imperial Silver  

available in gold, silver & cream

The Imperial Silver features a simple 

velour backing with easel stand for 
vertical or horizontal display. 
Holds a 2"x3" sign insert.

Versailles 
These elegant, classic designed 
frames are hand crafted from 
solid wood and feature a beaded 
inner detail with distressed leaf 

easel stand for vertical or 
horizontal display.

Kensington Silver

This sign frame features a simple 

and velour backing with easel 
stand for vertical or horizontal 
display. Holds a 2"x3" sign insert.



Sign-In Boards

Hampton
Features a rustic textured medium brown 

mid tones and raised grains , 1.25" wide outer 
and inner frames. The Inner frame holds an 
8"x10" photo which can easily be inserted 
through a door on the back. The textured 
linen background has a 7" wide signing area.

1.25" wide outer and inner frames. 
The Inner frame holds an 8"x10" 
photo which can easily be inserted 
through a door on the back. The 
matte black background has a 7" 
wide signing area.

Buckingham
Leather

Pigskin
Football Frame

Features a rich, textured 

1.25" wide inner frame. The Inner 
frame holds an 8"x10" photo 
which can easily be inserted 
through a door on the back. 
The textured linen background 
has a 7" wide signing area. 

FOR ALL OCCASIONS



Place Card FramesPlace Card Frames



Functionality with Charm.

Scarborough Pewter  
The Scarborough Pewter frame features 

backing with an easel stand for vertical or 
horizontal table top display.

San Tropez
The San Tropez Place Card frame 

beaded inner trim and velour 
backing with easel stand for 
vertical or horizontal table top 
display.

Royal Silver
The Royal Silver Place Card frame 
features a slightly rounded face in 

velour backing with an easel stand 
for vertical or horizontal display.

Kensington Silver
This sign frame features a simple 

and velour backing with easel 
stand for vertical or horizontal 
display. 



Contact Us
1-800-952-0200

www.benjaminmartinframes.com
email: info@benmartframes.com


